
Grade 3 Math

Day 1



2Hello!

This lesson is for Grade 3 students. In today’s 
lesson you will review using multiplication to find 
an unknown in a division equation.
This lesson consists of an opening, a problem of 
the day, a math activity,  a reflection, and 
Dreambox if internet is available.
All assignments that have this picture are due to 
your teacher.



Standard: I can explain the relationship 
between multiplication and 
division.

I can use multiplication to find 
an unknown in a division 
equation.

I CAN Statements:

3.ATO.6 Understand 

division as a missing 

factor problem.



Essential Questions:

• Manipulatives (If internet is available)

• Paper and Pencil

• Dreambox (If internet is available)

Materials and Resources:

How can multiplication be used to help solve a division equation?

https://www.mathlearningcenter.org/resources/apps


Activities



Opening: Grade 3 Target Number

Find as many representations as you can using a 
multiplication or division number sentence for the 
target number:

36



3rd Grade Problem of the Day

Kim baked 15 muffins. She put an equal number of 
muffins into 3 baskets.
She thinks, 3 times what number equals 15?

3 x _?_ =15
15 ÷ _?_= 3

So, Kim put ____ muffins in each basket.

Use pictures, words, and/or numbers to justify your thinking.



Activities:

#1 Click here to watch the 
video OR See next slide for
standard review.

#2 Then answer questions 1 – 5.

https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-third-grade-math/imp-multiplication-and-division/imp-more-with-1-digit-multiplication-and-division/v/unknowns-with-multiplication-and-division


Standard Review

Activity # 1 











Reflection: Today you have 
reviewed using multiplication to find an unknown in a 
division equation. What was one thing you did well 
with today's lesson? What is one thing you need 
additional help with?

Write down the answers to these questions on a 
sheet of paper.



If internet is available, please 
login to Dreambox and work for 10 minutes.



Great job, mathematicians! Please make sure you 
have written down your answers to each question 
from today’s activities and place your work in your 
book bag to give to your teacher when you return to 
school.


